
Paris, Dec 5, 2023 --- Spanish photographer Suffo Moncloa collaborates with emerging architect 
Andrea Tusell Falcó, both from Spain, to present "Tale at the Shores of Palamós." on 
suffomoncloa.shop on at 12PM GMT+1 on Dec 7, Thursday. This imaginative exploration unfolds 
through a series of eight evocative Polaroid prints, envisioning a state-of-the-art Head Office and 
Shops nestled in Palamós' Old Port. Noteworthy is that both series, already created, find a new 
narrative as this collaboration places them in a new and captivating scenario. Additionally, these 
series are featured in Moncloa's first photobook, "Evidences." 

Embark on a visual odyssey capturing the essence of Palamós' heritage and the profound 
connection between locals and Gamba Roja. Moncloa's expertise, showcased through light 
experimentation in Paris, breathes life into the project, bringing a unique narrative to the existing 
series, now available for acquisition, offering a distinctive and immersive visual experience. Beyond 
a mere examination of recent events, the project stands as a tribute to the enduring spirit of those 
who shaped this area into a thriving hub for work and life. Join us on a journey to preserve the past 
while crafting a modern and vibrant future for the Fishermen's Brotherland.

Series Breakdown:

Blue Series: "Tornados Azuls," "Blue Thorns," "Naif," and "When The Blue is Playing."
Red Series: "Red Fuji" and "Wavy Sunset."

All prints are available for individual purchase, and they can also be acquired as part of a series, 
offering a distinctive visual experience.

For media inquiries, high-resolution images, or to schedule an interview with Suffo Moncloa and 
Andrea Tusell i Falcó, please contact:

Ying : suffostudio@gmail.com 
#suffomoncloa @suffomoncloa @andreatusellfalco

Tale at the Shores of Palamós
Architectural Poetry Through Photography

The sea cannot be contained, only when we dare to put a frame on it...
-- Suffo Moncloa

Tornado Azul, 2017, 11 cm x 8,8 cm Wavy Sunset, 2017, 11 cm x 8,8 cm



Suffo Moncloa, a Madrid native currently residing between Paris and Spain, has carved a niche in 
photography, seamlessly spanning fashion, beauty, and fine art. A dedicated practitioner of 
analogue photography and photo lab printing, Suffo is a passionate curator of beauty in the 
everyday mundane. With over 20 years of dedicated practice, he has finely honed his photographic 
style and language. Describing himself as an ardent seeker of beauty, Suffo employs photography 
to craft serene and meditative spaces for both himself and viewers. His extensive clientele includes 
prestigious names such as Chanel, Hermes, Louis Vuitton, and more.

Andrea Tusell Falcó, a Barcelona-born architect, nurtured her passion for architecture from a young 
age, exploring homes of acquaintances and sketching her future visions. A graduate of the School 
of Architecture in Barcelona, her experiences in Paris, Brazil, and Barcelona enriched her 
understanding of multidisciplinary research on territorial and urban transformation. Recognized as 
Young Talent 2023, shortlisted for the EUMiesAwards, Andrea seamlessly integrates diverse 
experiences into her dynamic and strategic approach to architecture.

Moncloa's Photobooks:
Suffo Moncloa has published "Evidences 2017" and "Walk To The Moon 2022."


